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Introduction

Despite its increasing relevance in the MLB talent pipeline, college baseball data is remarkably hard

to access at any real scale, especially relative to the breadth of data publicly available at the the

professional level. The NCAA gives no public API to its official statistics repository, offering access

only through a limited and confusing user interface (stats.ncaa.org) that lacks export functionality.

Figure 1. A page from stats.ncaa.org

These grievances are not at all original. Miles Okamoto, a former student analyst for Texas

Baseball, did well to summarize the issue of data availability in a 2020 blog post describing the

state of college baseball data availability:

While websites like Fangraphs, BaseballSavant, and Brooks Baseball, to name a few, have made it

easy enough for anyone to do baseball research, for college baseball, virtually all that is publicly

available is what is published on the NCAA’s stats page, which is significantly less user-friendly than

the major providers of data on pro ball... From the start, access to large scale college baseball data

has a built in barrier, requiring some coding before the data is accessible.

Existing Solutions

The only existing programmatic way to access NCAA baseball data is through the BaseballR

package. Popular Python baseball analytics packages PyBaseball and pybbda have no NCAA

functionality whatsoever. As a result of the lack of programmatic and non-programmatic access to

college baseball data, multiple companies offer it for sale, including The Baseball Cube,

CollegeSplits, 643 Charts, BaseballCloud, and SynergySports. This market evidences some level of

demand for this data and a meaningful opportunity to improve public access.

Objective

This project aims to reduce the barrier to entry for working with college baseball data by addressing

two main problems: 1. the lack of programmatic methods in Python, and 2. the lack of non-code

access to advanced statistics. In particular, this project aims to benefit the student-run analytics

organizations of college teams, which often have minimal funding and limited technical experience.

The collegebaseball package

The simple, flexible syntax of the collegebaseball package provides intuitive access to NCAA

batting, pitching, and fielding statistics at season, game, player, and team aggregates. The package

also includes built-in options for calculating advanced metrics, including fundamental metrics

wOBA, FIP, and BABIP not computed by the NCAA. The splits provided by the NCAA are available

via argument. Game results dating back to 1992 are available by way of boydsworld.com, and a

number of helpful lookup functions are provided. A sample of the package’s functionality is given

below.

Season-level aggregates

Game-level aggregates

Game Results

Team Rosters

Splits

What’s Next?

Play-by-play data

Park Factors

”Fast” package

SportsDataverse Inclusion

In addition to the package, a public web application was created to go further in expanding

accessibility, offering custom accessibility to large-scale pre-scraped datasets without any need to

code. It is built using the collegebaseball package and hosted via Streamlit cloud and a separate

cloud database. The application features a leaderboards page with customizable filters by season,

position, class year, team, and minimum PA. The team page gives team-level aggregates and

percentile rankings of each player, and the player page gives visualizations of a player’s season-

by-season production. The application also features a team history page, including an interactive

visualization of run difference by season. Two screenshots of the application are displayed below.

Figure 2. Leaderboards Page

Figure 3. Team History Page
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